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Valley’s leadership team is also proud  
to all be individual donors to the 
hospital—personally supporting the 
work of each and every team member as 
they care for our community like family.
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It is undeniable, 2020 is a year that will go down in history as one of great 
challenge, adversity and change. It’s an unprecedented moment in time that 
has also been full of opportunity, teeming with examples of how we have all 
overcome seemingly insurmountable barriers. Together.

We’ve seen some of the toughest times we’ve ever experienced, but we’ve 
also seen our community come together in ways we never could have 
imagined. A single word defines what we feel in this moment…GRATITUDE.

Gratitude for the countless community members, staff members, businesses 
large and small, local manufacturers, and relief organizations across the state 
and country who supported us this year. We could not have begun building 
South King County’s first and only Cancer Center or gone toe-to-toe with 
COVID-19 without you. Massive financial challenges particularly impact public 
hospitals like Valley who care for all-comers and the support and love we 
received ensures our journey will continue far into the future.

Donations to our Area of Greatest Need Fund allow us to prioritize the 
essential needs of our organization and our patients, providing vital resources 
and financial aid, enabling us to react quickly to the many unforeseen 
challenges. From critical safety equipment and vital funds, to homemade 
masks, meals for caregivers, special supplies for isolation rooms, monitoring 
equipment and tablets to help COVID+ patients communicate with their 
families, letters of 
encouragement, craft 
supplies and much, 
much more, YOU are 
the village that came to 
our rescue when we 
needed you most.

We are passionate about 
our mission to “care for 
our community like 
family,” something we 
have lived and breathed 
this past year. Our 
Board, senior leaders, 
providers, volunteers  
and staff collaborated 
tirelessly to demonstrate throughout the pandemic what our mission truly 
means. Thank you for being part of our life-changing journey and giving us 
the opportunity to make a difference in so many lives through your support, 
encouragement and HOPE.

Although we undoubtedly have more challenges to face, one thing is 
absolutely certain: we are resilient and will overcome them. Together.

With tremendous gratitude,

Vicki Orrico, Chair, Board of Trustees

Rich Roodman, Chief Executive Officer

Your 
Generosity 
Generates
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Cherished by generations of South King County residents 
as a place where families can be assured of outstanding, 
compassionate care, Valley is proud of its deep roots in 
our local community. 

The Puget Sound region’s explosive growth in recent  
years has led to dramatic demographic shifts in the 
communities south of Seattle. Comprised of many people 
new to the South King County area, our community has 
added record numbers of working-class families, young 
professionals, immigrants, refugees and people priced out 
of Seattle. Low-income Medicare and Medicaid patients 
make up a significant share of the population for whom 
Valley provides care. We have remained true to our public 
hospital mission to care for all-comers regardless of  
ability to pay and are dedicated to ensuring we serve all 
populations within our diverse community with respect 
and compassion.

Today, Valley is a major medical center and clinic network, 
housing a 341-bed hospital, a network of more than 50 
primary, urgent and specialty care clinics and an array  
of outreach and wellness programs tailored for our 
community. Valley offers medical, surgical and 24-hour 
emergency care as a Level III Trauma Center and has 
recognized medical specialties in joint replacement, 
neuroscience, stroke and spine, childbirth and neonatal 
care, and provides specialized heart and vascular care as 
well as comprehensive cancer treatment.

Now caring for more than 600,000 residents within our 
service area, Valley has adapted to the burgeoning 
population and changes in the healthcare landscape 
through careful growth, steadfast financial stewardship, 
nimbleness and thoughtful innovation. Our strong 
reputation has been bolstered by a strategic partnership 
launched in 2011 with UW Medicine, the state’s top-rated 
health system.

History of caring for our community

AT VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER, WE WITNESS THE 
REMARKABLE POWER OF LIFE IN EVERYTHING WE 
DO. IT’S HUMBLING, IT’S INSPIRING, AND SERVES AS 
A CONSTANT REMINDER OF WHY WE ARE HERE— 
TO CARE FOR OUR COMMUNITY LIKE FAMILY.

600K+
residents within 
our service area

50
primary, urgent 
and specialty 
care clinics

341
hospital beds

III
Level III 

Trauma Center
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Valley is committed to providing access to high quality 
healthcare for all.

For over 70 years, we have been the trusted care provider 
for residents of Renton, Kent, Tukwila, Auburn, Black 
Diamond, Covington, Federal Way, Maple Valley, Newcastle 
and SeaTac. Many of these communities are among the 
most diverse in the country and the most vulnerable. 

The expense of providing emergency care to all 24/7  
is significant. 

Along with hospitals across the country, Valley is being 
buffeted by economic pressures. These include escalating 
numbers of uninsured patients, an aging population with 
more costly needs, and dwindling payment from insurance 
companies and the government. Hospitals must also 
shoulder responsibilities unparalleled in the past, such as 
soaring pharmaceutical costs and a growing need for 
financial assistance. In fact, in many cases, financial 
assistance goes above and beyond medical treatment  
and may include such basic necessities as clothing, 
medication, wheelchairs and other items to ensure  
patient safety after discharge.

Economic conditions and health disparities in  
South King County continue to underscore the 
importance of our efforts. 

Through our Community Health Needs Assessment, 
conducted every three years, we know that access to care, 
disease prevention and behavioral health disorders are the 
top health concerns of those within our community and 
we are committed to offering and partnering on programs 
to drive access, health and wellness.

Support of our donors allows us to remain well-
positioned to care for our community.

Through the generous support of individuals and corporate 
partners, we are able to supplement our constrained 
budget to provide additional and enhanced healthcare 
services, to focus on outreach and wellness opportunities 
and to undertake capital improvements to our facilities.  
We know the health and well-being of our district residents 
depends on us and we are here to serve.

Why we fundraise
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Financial advocacy: 
caring for all within our community
Valley is exceptionally proud of our strong commitment as an organization to care for all within our community regardless 
of ethnicity, gender or socioeconomic circumstances. As the largest nonprofit healthcare provider between Seattle and 
Tacoma, this commitment comes at a cost, as we provide approximately $25 million in private funds annually, through our 
Advocacy programs, including providing financial assistance, to ensure access to quality healthcare for all in need. 

Valley has a dedicated team of 
Financial Advocates who partner 
with patients facing financial 
hardship, due to lack of insurance 
coverage or other factors, as they 
manage their healthcare. This 
essential support network helps 
ensure vital medical care is not 
delayed or neglected and provides 
partnership on payment plans and 
access to additional financial 
resources.

In many instances, support also 
includes assistance in funding 
additional necessary items to 
patients through the discharge 
process. This may include things 
such as wheelchairs, durable 
medical equipment, prosthetics, 
clothing, medication, or next of kin 
travel to connect family in end-of-life 
situations. While these are in no way 
items that Valley is required to 
provide, we feel strongly that it is 
important to aid where we can in 
order to help the members of our 
community navigating hardship and 
difficult situations. Funding to 
support these efforts is made 
possible by donations and the need 
often significantly outpaces the 
financial resources available.

Valley also utilizes a network of  
RN Care Managers to actively 
monitor the health of patients 
within some of our most at-risk 
populations. These staff are 
embedded within primary and 
specialty care to assist with 
individualized care planning and 
coordination. They provide a vital 
resource to advocate for patient 
needs, helping remove barriers to 
care. Home monitoring, with 
equipment provided by Valley, 
partnered with regular check-ins 
and follow-up allow for early 
intervention when health conditions 
change and additional medical care 
is required. 

THE SUPPORT OF 
OUR COMMUNITY 
IS ESSENTIAL  
IN PROVIDING 
ONGOING CARE 
FOR ALL IN NEED.

valleymed.org/FinancialAssistance
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Hope starts with just a single spark; and for many of Valley’s cancer patients hope is sparked through the local non-profit, 
Valley Girls & Guys. With a mission to blanket every cancer patient with love and generosity, Valley Girls & Guys provides 
much needed equipment, services, financial support and a warm cozy blanket for local cancer patients. Fearlessly 
founded and led by Tina McDonough and a board of strong, driven, committed community members, their passion for 
helping others during a time of greatest need led them to create the BeTheHope Fund. 

“Through their BeTheHope walk and other fundraising, the Valley Girls & Guys team has literally walked to the ends of 
the earth and back to help others, to find a cure and be the light that patients and families need to get through the 
darkest moments of their lives. The BeTheHope Fund, established in 2018, truly makes the impossible, possible,” says 
Gayle Jewett, Vice President of Cancer Services at Valley.

As a community-based organization, Valley Medical Center remains true to our 
roots of welcoming all who are in need. Improving and enhancing Valley’s cancer 
care, the BeTheHope Fund began as a grassroots effort to support our most 
vulnerable patients. It provides vital funding for patients who are already faced with 
the enormous challenges that a cancer diagnosis and treatment brings—easing the 
struggle to pay for basic necessities such as food, transportation, utilities and rent. 

“Her first words to me were that she did not need any help. Fiercely independent and often “Her first words to me were that she did not need any help. Fiercely independent and often 
working three jobs, this single mother was not only the sole provider for her family, she was a working three jobs, this single mother was not only the sole provider for her family, she was a 
cancer patient. When initially diagnosed, she refused financial assistance from the hospital and cancer patient. When initially diagnosed, she refused financial assistance from the hospital and 
continued working until her health would no longer allow it. Now without a source of income, she continued working until her health would no longer allow it. Now without a source of income, she 
was homeless and living in her car. was homeless and living in her car. 

“As her story unfolded, she said she finally began applying for financial assistance through other “As her story unfolded, she said she finally began applying for financial assistance through other 
organizations, but only received denials. While Social Security had eventually offered her a life organizations, but only received denials. While Social Security had eventually offered her a life 
ring covering the cost of temporary hotel lodging, it was not enough to pay the security deposit ring covering the cost of temporary hotel lodging, it was not enough to pay the security deposit 
for the more permanent home she and her family required. Her need was real. Her need was dire.for the more permanent home she and her family required. Her need was real. Her need was dire.

“When I told her about the BeTheHope Fund, she was hesitant to apply—but realized nothing “When I told her about the BeTheHope Fund, she was hesitant to apply—but realized nothing 
could be gained if she didn’t at least try. Valley Girls & Guys approved her application THE VERY could be gained if she didn’t at least try. Valley Girls & Guys approved her application THE VERY 
NEXT DAY and immediately sent a security deposit check to her new landlord. Through tears of joy NEXT DAY and immediately sent a security deposit check to her new landlord. Through tears of joy 
and gratitude, she finally saw a light at the end of her very dark tunnel. and gratitude, she finally saw a light at the end of her very dark tunnel. There was HOPE, all There was HOPE, all 
because the BeTheHope Fund was able to help. because the BeTheHope Fund was able to help. 

“The BeTheHope Fund has made a significant financial impact on patients, helping them believe “The BeTheHope Fund has made a significant financial impact on patients, helping them believe 
in themselves and in the life changing possibilities that only hope can bring. This is just one of in themselves and in the life changing possibilities that only hope can bring. This is just one of 
many lives touched through the generosity of the dedicated Valley Girls & Guys volunteers.”many lives touched through the generosity of the dedicated Valley Girls & Guys volunteers.”

BE THE HOPE

A patient experience 
recounted by  

Valley’s Oncology 
Financial Advocate

valleygirlsandguys.org
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Gratitude for our caregivers

THEY ARE TRUE HEROES. 

Our staff members and teams are the cornerstone of the care we provide and we have incredible gratitude for each and 
every one of them, who have been on the frontlines daily, and all that they’ve given through this tremendously trying time. 
They have tirelessly upheld their commitment to care for our community like family and we couldn’t have weathered this 
unprecedented time without them.
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VOLUNTEERS IN ACTION
Valley’s Volunteers in Action contribute an extra dose of the most important 
of all ingredients in healthcare — love and concern for people. We are 
extremely fortunate to have over 200 active volunteers who donate 
approximately 40,000 hours each year in many different departments and 
roles throughout our hospital and clinic network. 

Supplementing the services performed by paid staff, our volunteers are 
goodwill ambassadors, spreading hope and cheer and providing important 
assistance for our patients and visitors. Whether serving as a greeter at the 
Information Desk, escorting visitors or becoming a clinical volunteer in an area 
like the Emergency Department, volunteers are a treasured part of our team. 
We provide a broad range of healthcare services at the lowest possible cost to 
people living and working in our community. We can do this, in part, because 
of our volunteers and we are so thankful for 
their commitment to supporting Valley, our 
patients and staff. 

40K
hours donated 

annually

212
active 

volunteers

THANK A CAREGIVER
Has a current or former Valley staff member 
or team positively impacted your life, the life 
of a loved one or friend? You may honor 
them in a lasting way through our Thank a 
Caregiver program. Blown glass floats are 
available for purchase in recognition of our 
outstanding caregivers. Through our 
community’s support, we will fill a new structural element in our Healing 
Garden on the Valley Medical Center campus to show our appreciation and 
gratitude. Funds raised through this program will be reinvested in our staff 
and other programs and initiatives identified as greatest needs for Valley.

valleymed.org/thankacaregiver

valleymed.org/volunteer
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The love and support we received from our community, in 
the wake of COVID-19, was both immense and truly 
inspiring. We’ve never experienced an outpouring of 
support like it! From those who offered their sewing and 3D 
printing skills, to those who scoured their closets and 
garages for protective equipment, to local businesses, 
groups and organizations who manufactured items, donated 
supplies and funds, and kept our staff fed and cared for, 
you answered the call when we needed your help to keep 
our staff safe during a truly unprecedented time. In fact, the 
volume of donations was so great, that we temporarily 
opened our Community Donation Center on Valley’s 
campus to collect items, organize and quickly redistribute 
them to critical areas of need across our organization.

Valley was on the front edge of leading the COVID-19 
medical response in our region with a comprehensive plan 
mapped out in early February as cases were beginning to 
emerge globally. Our efforts helped set the standard for care 
and our patients have benefitted greatly from this focused 
work. Through the pandemic, Valley has cared for one of 
the highest volumes of COVID-19 patients in our region, a 
fact driven by the demographics of the population we serve 
within South King County.

Unfortunately, this care has come at a significant cost. 
Through the pandemic, we saw massive increases in costs 
through our supply chain due to limited supplies. Valley had 
to add significant infrastructure to support caring for large 
numbers of critically ill patients while working to keep our 
community healthy through screening stations across our 
campuses and our Mobile Care Unit for COVID-19 testing. 

COVID-19:
            THE NEED WAS EMERGENT. 

We shifted funding to purchase additional beds, motorized 
stretchers, ventilators, crash carts and IV pumps on an 
accelerated schedule. Many of these items were planned 
for replacement as far as four years out and we are thankful 
that because of our fiscal responsibility we could accelerate 
this timeline. We experienced a significant rise in staff and 
operating costs and, at the peak of the crisis, we saw a 
drastic loss in revenue as over 70% of our elective surgeries 
were postponed in mid-March and our clinic volumes fell 
dramatically.

In addition to the financial cost, there is also the cost to 
our frontline caregivers. What they have experienced 
during this time is truly unimaginable. Valley is proud to 
offer services like trauma and mental health assistance for 
staff, including access to an Employee Assistance Program, 
one-on-one counseling and wellness programs.

To the thousands of community members, businesses large 
and small, local manufacturers and relief organizations – we 
cannot thank you enough for ensuring we had what we 
needed to care for our community. We couldn’t have done 
our jobs without you and are so very grateful. Valley is now 
actively participating in COVID-19 research and multiple 
clinical drug trials as we work to remain nimble in order to 
respond to a potential surge in cases in the coming months.

OUR COMMITMENT TO BATTLING  
COVID-19 REMAINS STRONGER  
THAN EVER AND WE HAVE  
OUR COMMUNITY TO THANK.
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At-Home COVID-19 Recovery 
Made Easier with Daily Calls  
and Remote Monitoring from 
Clinic Nurse Caregiver

Being diagnosed with COVID-19 is scary, especially when you have a 
chronic breathing condition like asthma. “Some days I could hardly 
eat or drink or get up out of bed,” says Mary who lives with asthma 
and is recently recovered from COVID-19, “but Annie would 
encourage me and give me advice to help with whatever I was 
feeling that day.” 

Annie Smith, RN is a Nurse Care Manager from Highlands Primary Care 
Clinic where Mary receives care. As part of Valley’s COVID-19 at-home 
care program and during the most critical period of COVID-19 recovery, 
Annie talked to Mary daily, and sometimes twice a day. “I appreciated 
her calls so much,” says Mary. “I had questions for her every day. She 
gave me advice on what medications to take, told me to drink more 
fluids and she let me know I could always call her. I looked forward to 
her calls. Sometimes she was the only person I talked to all day.” 

After Mary tested positive for COVID-19, her testing organization’s only 
follow up was a daily, symptom-checker text message. Mary believes 
the personal phone calls from her Valley caregiver made all the 
difference, as did the pulse oximeter Annie sent her to monitor heart 

rate and oxygen levels remotely. On one 
particularly difficult day of unrelenting 
fever, Mary thought she might have to go 
to the emergency room. Through Annie’s 
counsel, she was able to more 
confidently care for herself that day, as 
well as other days of tough symptoms, 
with the added reassurance of knowing 

her heart rate and oxygen saturation were at safe levels. 

“We built a good relationship—it was beautiful, it was awesome. I look 
forward to meeting her in person someday,” says Mary of Annie’s care. 
“And since I’ve recovered from COVID and never want to get it again, 
I’m an advocate for EVERYONE masking up!”

“I had questions for her every  
day. She gave me advice on what 
medications to take, told me to 
drink more fluids and she let  
me know I could always call her.  
I looked forward to her calls.”

– Mary, Valley COVID-19 
   at-home care patient
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627,906
primary, specialty and 
urgent care clinic visits

16,924
inpatient admissions

69,438
new patient  

visits annually

212
volunteers 
in action

11,830
surgeries performed

8,438
endoscopies 
performed

3,393
cath lab & special 

procedures performed

63,741
acute  

inpatient days

7,823
critical  

care days

40 PATIENTS TREATED for Prostate Cancer 
with Low Dose Rate (LDR) Brachytherapy

30 YEARS FITNESS CENTER has been in operation  
(only hospital-based fitness center with a pool in King County)

18,475 
HOURS 
given by 

Volunteers 
In Action1,919

Breast Center 
patients  

seen in our 
High Risk 

Screening & 
Genetics Clinic

50 MOST CRITICALLY  
ILL COVID-19 PATIENTS 

enrolled in a potentially  
life-saving clinical trial

529
COVID-19 positive 

inpatients (Feb – June 30)

$25M
in financial assistance 

provided to our community

3,995
extraordinary employees

21,690
Infusion 

Center visits

619
joint 

replacements

7.5 years
average Valley 

employee tenure

77,344
emergency  

department visits

3,287
babies 

delivered

4,915
NICU  
days
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According to his manager, Richmond Buertey, RN is 
always the first to volunteer to take care of Valley’s 
hospitalized COVID-19 patients. “At first I was really 
scared,” he admits, “all the rules to follow; the donning and 
doffing of protective equipment; and I was afraid of bringing 
it home to my family.” Now the extensive procedures to 
enter a COVID patient room are second nature and the 
personal interactions with his patients are Richmond’s 
favorite part of caregiving, especially hearing their life stories. 
“With my face covered, I have to work extra hard to make 
personal connections, so I try to be funny and make jokes to 
make my patients more comfortable, happier and not so 
bored. I’ll hold their hands, comfort them, and reassure 
them that they’re going to come out of this all right.”

Richmond recalls a whole family hospitalized in his unit at 
Valley. As their caregivers and go-betweens, and despite 
necessary separation, he and his colleagues kept them 
connected with frequent reassurances that their loved ones 
were okay and relaying “I love you” messages among them. 
Another of his COVID patients was developmentally delayed, 
non-verbal, depressed and didn’t understand why he was 
confined to his hospital room. Richmond learned bringing 
his patient snacks would exponentially brighten his day. “He 
started talking and his spirits lifted. I saw him change from 
sad to happy, so I always brought him a snack.” 

Caregiving is in Richmond’s DNA—both parents are 
healthcare professionals who encouraged him toward 
nursing. After studying accounting at the University of 

Washington, Richmond changed course and pursued his 
nursing degree at Green River College alongside a cohort of 
Valley employees who urged him to join the Valley family. 
And he did—beginning his Valley career as a Personal Care 
Assistant in 2018, Richmond completed his nursing degree 
in 2019 through Valley’s tuition assistance program, just in 
time for the COVID-19 pandemic. 

“It means a lot to me to be able to give back something 
important to the community during these strange times. 
This is why we became nurses and have been trained to do 
what we do. When we get off the elevator on the COVID-
unit, there’s this poster of our mission statement, ‘Caring for 
our community like family.’ That’s a huge reminder of why 
we’re here and what we’re doing. I’d like to highlight my 
coworkers on the COVID unit, the managers, the 
leadership team and all they’ve done to support staff and 
patients during this crisis. I’d like to recognize their work, 
the importance of their unwavering commitment and their 
countless contributions to the continued care and 
unrelenting fight against this pandemic.”

Grateful to the Valley community for their donations of meals, 
masks, equipment and more during the COVID-19 crisis, 
Richmond says, “It feels great to get all the support from our 
community. Now during the pandemic, I understand more 
about what the hospital means to the community and the 
hospital’s commitment to the community. It’s been 
heartwarming to feel so 
appreciated—thank you.”

“THIS IS WHY WE 
BECAME NURSES AND 
HAVE BEEN TRAINED 
TO DO WHAT WE DO.”

COVID-19 Caregiver, Richmond Buertey, RN

“WHEN WE GET OFF THE ELEVATOR ON THE COVID-UNIT, THERE’S THIS POSTER 
OF OUR MISSION STATEMENT, ‘CARING FOR OUR COMMUNITY LIKE FAMILY.’ 
THAT’S A HUGE REMINDER OF WHY WE’RE HERE AND WHAT WE’RE DOING.”
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Cancer Treatment:  
World-class care close to home

valleymed.org/life

A cancer diagnosis is frightening for anyone. Patients and 
their families wrestle with questions like how to find the best 
care and whether that care is accessible to them. For many 
South King County residents, particularly the working poor, 
traveling to Seattle for cancer care is simply not an option—
especially for frequent appointments or for infusion 
treatments. Even those who can afford the time and 
transportation costs are better served when they can get 
treatment closer to home, from caregivers they know and 
trust, with family and friends by their side.

Valley has built a strong cancer care program that has 
long since outgrown its allotted space. Care coordination 
has become increasingly difficult with providers in separate 
buildings, causing patients the added stress of navigating 
multiple locations for their testing, care and treatment. The 
lack of a single, state-of-the-art facility has also hampered 
efforts to expand Valley’s research program and fully realize 
the benefits of having an integrated, comprehensive cancer 
care service all under one roof. 

Our planned $55 million-dollar comprehensive Cancer 
Center will support the oncology patient and their family 
on their journey with cancer. From dedicated Oncology 
Specialists to state-of-the-art technology to a complete 
compliment of Support Services, we will walk with and 
guide the patient and their family every step of the way.

The Cancer Center will be located on two dedicated floors 
of a new medical building on Valley’s campus. When the 
center is complete, it will offer cutting-edge cancer care in 
one central location, with only the rarest and most complex 
cases requiring referral to specialists at UW Medicine and 
Seattle Cancer Care Alliance.

COMMUNITY SUPPORT WILL  
ALLOW OUR GOAL OF BUILDING A 
COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CENTER FOR 
SOUTH KING COUNTY TO BE REALIZED.
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“Bringing in a new life so close to where  
my life was saved will be awesome!” 

As Patrick’s long-postponed physical came to an end, his life took an immeasurable twist as he pointed to his 
breastbone and said, “Oh and I have this weird bump here.” After multiple tests and a biopsy, Patrick received 
a diagnosis no one wants or expects to hear, “You have lymphoma.” Stunned, the father of three young 
children first thought, “That’s like a bad cold, right, it’s nothing serious—it took a while for that to be able to 
sink in.” It was actually an inoperable mass the size of a grapefruit entangled around his heart and lungs.

Patrick consulted another cancer 
specialist in Seattle for a second opinion 
on Valley’s proposed treatment plan. 
That oncologist urged Patrick to receive 
treatment at Valley because he would 
not only get the same excellent care, he 
would benefit by receiving treatment 
closer to home where friends and family 
could more conveniently provide 
support. 

For Patrick and his wife Bree, Valley 
Medical Center was already their 
medical home, birthplace of their three 
children and their extended family’s 
go-to partner for emergency care. And 

for the next months, Valley became their home away from home as Patrick received intensive chemotherapy 
infusion requiring a series of six, week-long hospital stays during 21-day treatment cycles. Throughout 
treatments, Bree brought a little bit of home to Patrick, from decorating his room with their children’s artwork, 
covering him with a familiar blanket, bringing the kids to visit multiple times a week, to maintaining their normal 
family pizza and movie night in the lobby. “The nursing staff was supportive of that and respecting my dignity in 
every way possible. They were extremely welcoming and extremely positive and it really helped set the tone. 
Along with all my visitors, they were like a small army of cheerleaders surrounding me all the time. Everything 
and everybody I came into contact at Valley was grounded in this highly-supportive environment.” 

Through his months of treatment, Patrick and Bree saw the future home of Valley’s new integrated Cancer Center 
take shape from the ground. “I would encourage people to support the new Cancer Center—you’re investing in 
saving the lives of the people who are your neighbors and uncles, cousins, friends and friends of friends. This is 
our community. These are our people. Everyone has been touched by cancer in some way and you’re investing in 
the right people to do the work and the right people to make the right difference.”

After celebrating two years of being cancer-free and in anticipation of their next visit to Valley to joyously welcome 
their new daughter into the world, Patrick said, “Bringing in a new life so close to where my life was saved will be 
awesome!” And it was awesome—in mid-September 2020, their daughter Evelyn 
made her entrance at Valley’s Birth Center, just like her older brother and sisters. 

To bring their appreciation full circle and before leaving the hospital, Patrick and 
Bree visited an especially beloved nurse, Grace, who cared for Patrick, Bree and 
their family in a special way during their arduous cancer journey. Through shared 
tears and much happiness, the grateful parents introduced nurse Grace to her 
namesake, their Evelyn Grace.

Personal family photos by Zuniga Photography
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Throughout 2020, staff and caregivers have been 
challenged in unimaginable ways—from shortages of 
critical supplies, a Rubik’s cube of unit and department 
relocations to best meet changing conditions, high 
fluctuations in numbers of patients seeking care, and 
insurmountable stress due to the ever-present threat  
of COVID-19. 

The challenges have impacted Valley’s Patient Relations 
department where one of our Patient Relations Managers, 
Sarah Benton, recounts changes in their day-to-day work. 
Sarah’s duties for the last four years have included 
responding to patients when an experience hasn’t met their 
expectations. Her important role ensures that patient 
feedback is heard and understood so that we can improve 
our care for future patients.

During the initial few months of the pandemic, Sarah and 
the Patient Relations team saw a decrease in the volume of 
concerns received. “It seemed like the community had 
compassion for our frontline staff who were under pressure 
like never before—they were giving us grace,” says Sarah. 
Surprisingly while the calls from the community never slowed 
down, they were mostly of a different nature compared to 
pre-pandemic times. “With so many clinics and services 
temporarily closed or on limited schedules, and the fear 

surrounding getting medical care in those especially 
uncertain times, our community was asking Patient Relations 
for help getting the care they needed, and for clarification of 
our (necessarily) ever changing policies,” Sarah says.

While Sarah appreciates the opportunity to focus on the 
positive “for a moment,” she says she “does not share an 
equitable burden with direct patient care staff. COVID-19 
remains traumatic for so many still—we have a long way to 
go yet and the struggle is not over.”

Despite the dark times our community has faced, Sarah 
sees a shining silver lining. “In the beginning, our team 
was protective of staff and their leaders and didn’t want to 
deliver patient concerns. We would start emails with an 
apology, ‘I am so sorry to pass this on during this time,’ but 
what we found is every staff member treated our patients’ 
concerns just as seriously during the pandemic as they did 
before it,” Sarah says. “The Valley team wanted to keep 
addressing opportunities to grow or become better—our 
high standards had not changed.”

Sarah says, “It’s amazing and reassuring we can go through 
this difficult time and still hold ourselves to a high level of 
accountability and resiliency. Our internal goal has been, and 
always will be to deliver 
excellent patient care.”

“EVEN THOUGH OUR 
WORLD IS TOTALLY 
DIFFERENT, THE 
EXPECTATION  
IS EXCELLENT  
PATIENT CARE.”

Sarah Benton, Patient Relations Department, 2019 Employee of the Year

“IT’S AMAZING AND REASSURING WE CAN GO THROUGH THIS DIFFICULT TIME AND 
STILL HOLD OURSELVES TO A HIGH LEVEL OF ACCOUNTABILITY AND RESILIENCY.”
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DOLLARS IN ACTION

Valley’s Investment in the Community

SUMMARY FINANCIAL INFORMATION

$712,813,000 Total Operating Revenue

$47,995,000 Total Nonoperating Income1 

$753,959,000 Total Operating Expenses

Additionally, Valley Medical Center received  
$64.3M in Medicare Advanced Payments 
related to COVID emergency relief in FY20, 
scheduled for repayment in FY21.

DETAILED DONATION INFORMATION

How You Gave2

$333,182 from cash and in-kind donations supporting Valley’s COVID-19 relief efforts | 58%

$197,872 from cash donations supporting Valley’s Cancer treatment | 35%

$41,345 from other cash donations | 7%

2 $56,447 of the cash donations were given by Valley Medical Center employees

More Ways Valley Impacts the Community

  Supported the administration of a $426,000 COVID Employee Emergency Fund 

  Advanced the dollars necessary to kick off Clinical Research Study programs totaling $380,000 (FY2017 – FY2019)
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July 1, 2019 – June 30,2020

1 Includes all Philanthropy. 3.4% of Total Operating Revenue is an allocation from local Property Taxes. 

$21,427,222 
through Patient Assistance 

and Pharmacy  
Assistance Programs

$2,515,500 
through the RN Care 

Manager Program 

$1,646,849 
through the Financial 
Advocacy Department

$376,459 
through Community 

Programs and 
Community Service

Each year, Valley directly 
supports those in need 
in our community by 
providing items, services 
and support totaling  
in excess of $25M 
through our Advocacy 
Programs.

In addition, Valley  
wrote off $15,761,141 
providing further relief 
to un and underinsured 
patients and honoring 
our commitment to 
care for all regardless  
of ability to pay.

$543,193,000  
Direct Care 

Expenses

72% 28% $210,766,000  
Indirect  
Expenses

http://valleymed.org/About-Us/Financial-Information


Valley’s Community Supporters

John Aaron
Erin Aboudara
Cole & Jack Adams
Leslie Aflatooni
Jose & Linda 

Aguerra
Karen Aguiling
Mahitha Aitharaju
JoAnn Alcada
Pamela Alexander
Nathan Allen
Doug Amber
Cathy Ames
Nicholas Anderson
Phyllis Anderson
Corrie Anderson, MD
Katelyn Angers
John Aranda
Barbara Aregger
Jennifer Arkills
Kanika & Navanshu 

Arora, MD
Nirmala Arsvilly
Allison Artagame
Tigist Aschenaki
Andrew Ashbaugh
Kris Atkisson
Patricia Auten
Dorothy Baars
Kimberly Back
Arthur Badger
Merriee Barbee
Cheryl Barnett
Robert Barney
Kathleen Barnum
William Barrere
Susan Barron
Adrelina Bartolome
Mike Beck
Marcus Benner
Sarah Benton
Jimmy Bernabe
Janelle Bernales
Ngoc Bigh
Pamela Birch
Taelina Birkeland
Victor Bloomfield
Barry Bockow, MD
Nancy Bogni
Sheree Borger
Jennifer Braden, MD
Sara Brancato
Theresa Braungardt
Ian Brech
Laura & Joseph 

Breidenbach
EK Breietin
Daniel Brelsford
Kelly Bridge
Penny Bright
David Brown
Kent Brown
Kristine Brown
Almyra Browne
Barbara Brucker, DPT
Leslie Bryant
Nancy Buckley

Margaret Bull
Bryanna Burbank
David & Audra 

Burdulis
Connie Burke
Laurie Bynum
Loralie Byrer
Ceci Caldwell
Pauline Caldwell
Robert Campbell
John Cancil
Oghie Cantor Callejo
Pree Carpenter
Eric Carter
Samantha Cassady
Laura Cavallari
Jacqueline Cavins
Maria Cervantes
Julie Chailante
Cameron Chalker
Tun Chan
Donelle Chandler
Grace Chang
Loretta Chasse
Sara Chau
Wendy Chen
Hubert Cheng
Sylvia Chin
Ida Chiu
Katherine Choi  

De Castro
Sally Chong
Md Muhibbul 

Chowdhury
Gladys Clark
Gordon Clement
Peggy Clinton Farley
Alison Cockrill
Ronald Cohen, MD & 

Perlas Sapida
Caroline Coleman
Douglas Conner
Cheryl Cook
Rick Cook
Rick Cooper
Rhonda Corprew
Patricia Creaven
Linda Crenshaw
Paul Crook
Nancy Cui, MD
Michelle Cummings
Lydia Daelmore
Maria Dakan
Drew Daly
Hieu Dang
WenWen Dang
Christy Davis
Ralph Deatherage
Kim Dehal
Wen Wen Deng
Rahul Desai, MD
Michele Despreaux
Vicki Diambri
Jing Ding
James Dixon
Patrianne Domingo
Vinh Wayne Dong & 

Hoa Quach

Joan Dotson
Joan Downing
Mary Duncan
Kathryn Duquette
Lisa Dyrdahl
Karin Edenholm
Rose Marie 

Edmiston
Brian Edmondson
Diane Engel
Johanna Erlebach
Tania Fakiani
Catherine Fallen
Lijuan Fang
Wendy Farmer
Steven Feldman
Allison Fennell
Rachel Fennell
Terry Fitzgerald
Jaime Florez
Kerry Francis
Gretchen Fried
Pamela Friends
Joan Frome
Frank Fung
Denise & Michael 

Gabriels
Audrey Gallagher
Darlene Gamrat
Vicki Geist
Mary Genna 
Jennifer Genna 

Raymond
William Gerdts
Diane Germain
Wm Gerrit Barrere
Jennifer Giampapa
Jagjeet Gill
Meinda Glass
Lisa Goassard
Cindy Goforth
Marie Goines
Lynda Goldsmith & 

Scott Morris
Denise Gomes
Shiping Gong
Fabian Gonzalez
Mary Grabowski
Bradford Granath
Bill Greenstein
David Greer
Kurt Grevenberg
Richard Grosvenor
Debra Gruender
Lori Haeseler
Derek & Sharon 

Hamburg
Henry Hammond
Suzi Hammond
Devinder & Sabjit 

Hans
Karen Hansen
Deborah Harris
Shannon Harrison
Carol Harrold
James Hasselman
Joan Hasselman

Carol Haugen
Lawrence Healey
Sandra Heighton
Stacy Heinle
Geoffrey Heller
Joshua Helms
Doug Henderson
Hilda Hernandez
David Herron
Donald Hicks
Marilyn Hinckle
Marilyn Hinkle
Brian Hinnenkamp
Loan Ho
Sunny Ho
Luanne Holdeman
Cynthia Holmgren
Robyn Homa
Shelli Horan
Susan Hori
Arlene Housman
Rachel Hu
Amy Huchton 

Anderson
Joan Huff
Steven Huff 
Shannon Huffaker
Kathleen Hughes
Cory Hurley
Tri Huynh
Penelope Iberlucea 

Tillman
Gail Ichinaga
Suad Idrees
Angelina Iley
Mary Irvine
Rhonda Jacobs
Gayle Jewett
Alden Johnson
Brita Johnson
Christopher Johnson
David Johnson
Jacqueline & Leroy 

Johnson
Mark Johnson
James Jones
Jennifer Jones
Lyle Jorgensen
Joe Kaiser
Tokue Kajihara
Jeremy Kalmbach
Gregory Kaminski
Donna Kane
J. Kaneshiro
Mary Kato
Jennifer Katz
Michelle Keen
Laura Keever
Vicki Kennerud
Kenneth Kenyon
Nicki Kerslake
Jen Kettman
Joanne Kilcup
Hyon Kim
Yvonne Kim
Ms. King 
Janice King Dunbar

Ashley Kinnay
Janis Kipp
Phyllis Kirk
Robert Klein
Jessie Knudsen
Krysta Koenig
Michelle Konopaski
Amy Koplow
Alex & Jenn Kremer
Joanne Kuhns
Patricia Kyle
Phil Lalli
Athena Lan, DO
Angel Lantz
Tara & Trevor Lanz
Debby Latham-

Skagen
CeCe Lawton
Thao Le
Ashley & Lance 

Leasure
Arria Leigh
Anne Lewis
Cynthia Lewis
Maria Lourdes Lewis
Daniel Li
Jeanette Lisak-

Phillips
Antonia Lloyd
Michelle Lopez
Pete Lorimer
Leda Lowe
Orcas Lucille
Georgiana Lui
Simon & Yung Lui
Derek Lum
Diem Thuy Luong
Fei Ma, PhD
Joy Maa
Nancy MacCrae
Jessica Madison
Bonita Magliore
Ronna Mahlen
Katina Maier
Bruce Malcolm
Wayne Manuel
Robert & Yun 

Marshall
James Martin
Lois Martin 

Vanandre
Angelica Martinez
Kyle Masler
Jaymi Matsudaira
Scott & Marian 

Maxwell
Rebecca Mayer
Laura McCay
Amy & Paul McElroy
Kay McGee
Bethany McKinney
Edward McLaughlin
Donna McMillen
Christine McNamara
Robert Medlow
Margaret Mehl
Ziyi & Zhiqiang Meng
Emebete Mengesha

Jacqueline Mensing
Aaron Mercado
John Martin & Marla 

Merigo
Roxanne Meyer
Maria Lourdes 

Michurina
Syne Mitchell 
Judith Mithoug
Satomi Miyakawa
Tonia Morales 

Lavelle
Lisa Mullay
Carrie & Martin 

Murayama
Ursula Myers
Karin Nagel
Hiroshi Nakano
Mary Neal
Juli Ned
Jon Neher
Sandy Neighbor
Tyler Nelson
John Nestorek
Kim Nett
Michael Newman
Loan Ngo
Ann Nguyen
Diem Hong Nguyen
Lang Nguyen
Nio Phan Nguyen
Tu Nguyen
Kristine Nicholson
Bobby Nigh
Lindsay Nofziger
Elizabeth Nolan
Sabrina Noneya
Ruth Nutter
Ken O’Connor
Jeffrey & Peggy Oen
Susan Okubo
Vicki Orrico
Julie Osgood
Jason Palacio
Jessica Palm
Karyn Pasquier
Irene Peet
Michelle Perkins
Kendra Peterson
Sean Peterson
Jasmyne Pham
Kenny Pham
Nuoi Pham
Thao-Nguyen Pham
Luu Phan
Thanh Phan
Amphone Phavong
Judy Pickens
Suzanne & William 

Pickett, Jr
Cecelia Pizzalato
Jessica Pizzalato
Sujata Poisson
Linda Pristas
Kalen Privatsky
Vikram Puthran
Judith Puzon
Shiyi Qiu

Marilyn Quinnett
Kim Rachmeler
Michelle Racz
Hector Ramos
Steven Rann
Elaine Rauston
Betty Reid
Kelli Ricci
Carrie Richardson
Sarah Rithvixay
Robin Ritter
Kim Roberts
Isaac & Vitida 

Robinson
Thomas Robinson
Karen Roche
Emma Roffey
Gabby Roffey
Lisa Rogers
Nancy Rogers
Rich Roodman
Kristin Roy-Clingan
Daniel Ruder
Chanda Ryan
Chou Sa Ngoun
Mary Sand
Mark & Keri Scarff
Patty Schenk
Stacy Schlutsmeyer
Justin Schmauser
Elizabeth Scholzen
Darla Schutten
Paul Scott
Sherri Scott
Carla Sellers
Kirstin Sellers
Mychael Shelton
Joseph Shiraef
Alex Shockey
Heidi Silversten
Daniel Simon
Novae Simper, MD
Amritpal Singh
Harminder Singh
Eimantas Sluskonis
Lauren Smilde
Bill Smith
David Smith
David Smith
Erin Smith
Pamela Smith
Sharwain Smith
Stephanie Smith
Tracey Smith
Jane Songco
Jill Southard
Harish Srivastava
Kerry Stanger
Arriba Stature
Allen Steagall
Lauren Steele
Patricia Stern
Jessica Storaasli
Ann Strawn
Brian Stricklan
Dennis Stumpp
Steve Stwan

Ky Su
Alan Sun
Luanne Swett 

Lachance
Michael Tafoya
Roland Takami
Joell Teal
Anita Teernstra
Cicely Tegeler
Ngoc Men Thach
Mary Theuer
Stephanie & Robert 

Thompson, MD
Annie Thomson
Christina Threlkeld
Nuzhat & Louis 

Tibbs III
Connie Toda
Dominick Toulouse
Mami Tran
Quoc Tran
Lisa Trevino
Loan Truong
Vinh Tu
Amanda Tulloch
Tevita Tupou
Brian Tzeng
Kimberly Unti
Mary Van Hoomissen
Jason Vanderbilt
Sol Villarreal
Gina Vinson
Melissa Voelzke
Chi Vuong
Kimthu Vuong
Paul Wagner
Michael Waite
Michelle Warfield
Barbara Warner
Shelly Webb
Eunice Wee
Carmen Weedston
Xinguo Wei
Leigh Anne Weller
Richard West
Bill Whitaker
Pam, Christine & 

Jeff White
Steven Whitney
Furman Whitwell V
George Whyel
Linda Wiley
Thomas Williamson
Lara Wilmore
Joshua Winter
Stanley Wong
Jun Wu, PhD
Chermaine Wulff
Alex Yan 
Tao Yang 
Sarah Yao
Yvonne Yim
Chumbai Zhang
Rui Zhao
Nadine Zweifel
Veronika Zwicke
Anonymous (52)

With tremendous heartfelt gratitude we recognize those who have supported Valley in caring for our community like family. 
Please note, we have made every attempt to capture all of the incredible donations that were received this past year, as 
individuals and organizations gave so generously in light of the pandemic. Our apologies to anyone whose name was missed. 
Should any errors or omissions be identified, please email carrie_murayama@valleymed.org.

INDIVIDUAL DONORS  July 1, 2019 – June 30, 2020
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CORPORATE DONORS  July 1, 2019 – June 30, 2020

A1 Taxi
Acorn Uniforms
Agora Refreshments
Alphabet Vodka
American Manufacturing and 
Engineering
American Solutions for Business
Ascendance Pole and Aerial Arts
Associated Emergency Physicians
Assured Home Health
Auburn Mechanical Inc.
Avalon Skilled Nursing Facility
Baden Sports, Inc.
Bianna Creations
BigThanks.org
Birchbox Inc.
Birdsall Trust
BJ’s Automotive
Blossom Vegetarian
BNBuilders
Boon Boona Coffee
Bowen Scarff Ford
Boy Scout Troop 636
Breakaway Book Club - Snohomish
Brookdale Assisted Living Facility
Brotherton Cadillac
Brower Tinting & Graphics
Buddha Jewel Monastery
Building Dreams
BW Recycling
Cassie Classic Creations
Cedar Creek Covenant Church
Central Ave Automotive
Challenger Imports LLC
Chestnut Café
Chick-fil-A Southcenter
Chinese American Civic Association
Chinese Chamber of Commerce in 
Washington State (CCCWA)
Chison USA Inc.
Chowbus Inc.
Christ Commission Fellowship
Chuck’s Donut Shop Renton
Clementson Family
Coffeeholic House
Colopy’s
Costco Wholsale
Covington Quilters Guild
Crockett’s Public House
Crystal Dynamics, Inc.
Cuong Ho’s Family
Dee Des Moines Thai Cuisine
DeghTech Community Kitchen
Dermatology of Seattle
Dick’s Drive In Restaurant
Dignity for Divas
Direct Relief Foundation
DIY Tea Lab
Domino’s Pizza
Double Tree by Hilton Southcenter
Dutch Bros. Coffee
EJ’s Custom Catering
Entrepreneurs of Seattle

Envision Home Health and Infusion
Epic Systems
Erica Tolleson Johnson’s Family & 
Friends
Essentia Water LLC
Famous Dave’s
FANACO Fasteners
Feed Our Heroes
Fikes Puget Sound, Inc.
Five Sisters Thai Cusine
Forrest Paint Co.
Four Generals Brewing
Fresh The Juice Bar
Gateway Medical Alliance
Girl Scout Troop 46957
Go Macro Inc.
Gourmondo Catering Co.
Gr8 Works
Gurudwara Singh Sabha of Washington
Gyros House Mediterranean Grill
Happy at the Bay Teriyaki
Harts and Pearls
Herd Freed Hartz
Heritage Distilling Company
Highlands Community Church
Highlands Group Inc.
Highline College
Hoang Lan Restaurant
Homecare Assistance
Honest Nails & Spa
Hong Noodle
Hope Fellowship
Hopelink
Horan Family
Huafeng Technology International LLC
iHeartMedia, Inc.
IKEA
Jack n Poy Productions
Jersey Mike’s
Jimmy John’s
Jimmy Mac’s Roadhouse - Renton
Joe Chocolate Co.
Katerra
Kentucky Fried Chicken
Kerala Co.
Kerloo Cellars
Kindred Home Health
King County Medical Society
King County Repair Events
King County Search & Rescue
Korean Antioch Presbyterian Church
KS School of Design
La Costa Mesican Kitchen
Langko LLC
Little Masters Club
Local 32 Plumbers & Pipefitters
Love to Share Foundation America
Lowe’s - Bonney Lake
Lowe’s - Tukwila
Luxury Limos & Tours
Maker Masks
Malakor Thai Restaurant

Mama’s Dough
Marianna Ristorante
Master Wholesale
Maven Catering
Max’s Restaurant
McDonald’s Corporation
Mean Sandwich
Microsoft Corporation
Minuteman Press
Mission Skilled Nursing Facility
Mix Poke Bar
Mohave Oasis, LLC
Moonlight Cafe
Mo’s Pizza & Wine Dive
Munch Munch Waffles
Museum of Flight
Newport Next Door
Newport Pediatric Dentistry
Nirmala’s Restaurant
North Taylor Alteration
Nucor Steel Seattle, Inc.
Nue
Odyssey
Off Their Plate Catering
Ohana Cookie Creations
Outpatient Physical Therapy & 
Rehabilitation Services
Pacific Northwest Chinese Nurse 
Association
Pacific NW National Laboratory
Panda Express
Panera Bread
Paolo’s Italian
Papa John’s
Papaya Restaurant
PepsiCo, Inc.
Proliance Plastic & Reconstructive 
Surgeons
Qdoba Mexican Eats - Renton
Rainier Restaurant & BBQ
Ravishing Women, Ravishing Hope 
Foundation & Ravishing Youth Board
Red Canoe Credit Union
Red Tea Room
Retirement Connection LLC
Rev Up Energy Drinks
Risdon Middle School
Ritual Energy, LLC
Romio’s Pizza & Pasta
Royal India
Ruck Pack Nutrition Shots
Safeway Inc.
SAGO Kitchen
Sammamish/Issaquah Neighborhood 
Chinese American Charitable Donation 
Club
Saya Restaurant
Seattle Bagel Bakery
Seattle Bethany Church
Seattle Chocolate Co.
Seattle Democratic Socalists of 
America
Seattle Glove Company
Seattle Gourmet Foods

Seattle Mariners
Seattle Thunderbirds
Seattle Vietnamese Group
Segale Properties
Senior Women’s Mission, Tabernacle 
Missionary Baptist Church
Sikh Community of Washington State
Smoking Monkey Pizza
Snout and Co.
Social Security Administration
Southlake Select
SPK Thai Kitchen
Starbucks Corporation
Starlight Children’s Foundation
Stay Pineapple Hotels
Synergy Home Care
T&T Interior Deco LLC
Tanta Family
Taylor Farms
Thaal Indian Cuisine
Thai Kitchen
The Boeing Company
The Brewmaster’s Bakery
The Brewmaster’s Taproom
The Herbfarm Restaurant
The Home Depot Pro
The Roger K. Giesecke Endowment for 
Hospital Caregivers in Critical and 
Acute Care
The Spot
Thomas M. Olson, DDS
T-Mobile US, Inc.
Torrero’s Mexican Restaurant
Tropical Smoothie Café
True Tea
TSA
Tsinghua Alumni Seattle
Tummy Yummy Wok Truck
Tumor Institute Radiation Oncology 
Group, LLP (TIROG)
Tzu Chi Foundation 
Union Gospel Mission
United Chinese Americans of 
Washington
United States American Volunteer 
Support Command
Valley Girls & Guys
Veterinary Transplant Service
Vietnamese Martyrs Parish
Viet-Wah Group
Villa Rose Gardens
Vinason Pho & Grill
Vino at the Landing
VMC Birth Center Nurses
VMC Covington Dermatology
Volunteers in Action
Walgreens
Washington State Taishan Association
Watcha Smokin’ BBQ
Wesley Lea Hill Skilled Nursing Facility
Windermere Foundation
Wizards of the Coast
Woodinville Farms
Zak Labs
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Help us continue to meet  
the needs of our community.

Valley continually works to care for our community by improving access to 
care and optimizing and expanding vital programs and services. Now, more 
than ever, we need your support in this effort. Your gift will help ensure we 
can adapt and grow to meet emerging needs and allow us to better serve the 
residents who call South King County home. 

Visit valleymed.org/vmccares to learn more about areas in need of support 
and methods of giving or contact Carrie Murayama, Development Officer, 
at 425.690.5956 or via email carrie_murayama@valleymed.org.

Your gift in support of Valley is tax deductible. Valley Medical Center, also known as Public Hospital District No. 1 of King County, is a 
501(c)(3) organization. All gifts are tax-deductible to the full extent of the law. Our federal tax identification number is 91-6000986.
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VMC-00066
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